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Dispersion of Resonant Raman Scattering in p-Conjugated Polymers:

Role of the Even Parity Excitons
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Resonant Raman scattering dispersion of the most strongly coupled phonon frequencies with the
excitation laser photon energy is measured in terms of a dispersion rate parameter D and quantified in a
variety of p conjugated polymer films. D was found to be large in nonluminescent polymers and small
in luminescent polymers. We show that D is determined by the dependence of the even parity excitons
sAgd on the polymer conjugation length, and this may serve as a useful spectroscopy for the 2Ag exciton
in nonluminescent polymers where it is otherwise optically inactive. [S0031-9007(97)03892-1]
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Resonant Raman scattering (RRS) dispersion of the
phonon frequencies with the excitation laser photon en-
ergy EL in p-conjugated polymers has been widely used
to study the films’ inhomogeneity [1–8]. Because of dis-
order, inhomogeneous films have a wide distribution of
optical energy gaps Eg and associated vibrational frequen-
cies vi of the most strongly coupled vibrations. At reso-
nance EL  Eg and thus a particular Eg and a coupled
set of vi are selected by EL, causing the resonant phonon
frequencies v

L
i to shift with EL.

This RRS dispersion has been most thoroughly stud-
ied in trans-polyacetylene [t-sCHxd] and polydiacetylene
(PDA) [8], where the most strongly coupled vibrations
were found to blueshift by as much as ø100 cm21 when
EL was changed between 1.9 and 3.4 eV [1–7]. The in-
homogeneity in Eg and vi was originally attributed to
a conjugation length sNd distribution where Eg and vi

depend on N [1,2]; later models, however, have focused
on more microscopic approaches [3,6,7]. Among other
polymers that have been studied, polythiophene [9] and
poly(p-phenylene vinylene) (PPV) [10] showed only a
weak RRS dispersion, although a wide Eg distribution
could be inferred from their broad optical absorption and
electroabsorption spectra [11].

At the same time, advances in understanding the ex-
cited electronic states in p-conjugated polymers have led
researchers to recognize the importance of the excited
state ordering. The photoluminescence (PL) quantum ef-
ficiency g and the resonant third-order nonlinear optical
properties of these materials are determined by the en-
ergies and symmetries of a subset of the excited states,
including a series of singlet excitons with odd snBud and
even snAgd parity lying below the continuum band thresh-
old [12]. In particular, the relative energies of the low-
est Bu s1Bud and Ag s2Agd excitons determined g [3]:
If Es2Agd , Es1Bud, as in polymers with small dimer-
ization d, then g is small because of the dipole for-
bidden character of the lowest singlet. Conversely, for

Es2Agd . Es1Bud, as in polymers with large dimerization
d, g is large and these polymers might be considered as
active materials for displays and laser-action applications.
In this Letter, we measure and quantify the RRS

dispersion in a large group of p-conjugated polymers and
show that it is inversely related to d: The dispersion is
most pronounced in nonluminescent polymers (NLP) with
small d, whereas luminescent polymers (LP) with large
d show a much weaker dispersion. We establish that the
RRS dispersion is determined by the dependences of nAg

with N , rather than that of 1Bu as thought before [1–
7]. We further conjecture that in NLP the combination
of small d and Es2Agd, together with a large Es2Agd
dependence on N , leads to a strong RRS dispersion.
We report in this Letter RRS dispersion measured

in a broad spectral range from 1.5 to 3.4 eV in a va-
riety of LP and NLP. As summarized in Table I, the
LP studied consists of poly(alkylthiophene) (PAT-6),
substituted PPV (s-PPV), s-poly(phenylene-ethynylene)
(s-PPE), and s-poly(phenylene-ethynylene phenylene-
vinylene) (s-PPEPV), whereas the NLP contain t-sCHdx,
4-butoxy carbonyl-methyluretane (4BCMU), substituted
t-sCHdxfs-sCHdxg, poly(thienylene vinylene) (PTV) and
two versions of poly(diethylene-silane) (PDES). We used
free-standing films (5–10 mm thick) of these polymers,
or films deposited on quartz substrates (1–2 mm thick) by
spin casting from chloroform solutions. Raman scattering
data were obtained in a backscattering geometry using
various excitation lasers. Scattered light was collected
at fy1.2 using an achromatic lens combination and was
focused onto the entrance slit of a triple spectrograph
(Spex 1877) equipped with 1200 groovesymm ruled
grating. The Raman signal was recorded using an optical
multichannel detection system with a liquid nitrogen
cooled charge coupled device (photometrics).
As representatives of NLP we show in Figs. 1(a) and

1(b) RRS spectra of s-sCHdx and PDES, respectively, at
various EL between 1.5 and 3.4 eV; the polymer repeat
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TABLE I. RRS dispersion rate D and E0
g for luminescent and nonluminescent polymers.

Luminescent polymers Nonluminescent polymers
Material E0

g seVd Ds1023 eV21d Material E0
g seVd Ds1023 eV21d

s-PPE 2.5 5 PTV 1.9 45
s-PPEPV 2.3 10 PDES-P 1.9 53
s-PPV 2.15 15 s-sCHdx 1.9 62
PAT-6 1.95 20 PDES-R 1.75 67

t-sCHdx 1.4 193

PDA(BCMU) 2.25 330

units are also shown in the insets. In order to empha-
size the RRS dispersion, we focus in Fig. 1 on the two
most strongly coupled vibrations. These are the C—C
stretching mode [,1200 cm21 in s-sCHdx and 1080 cm21

in PDES, respectively] and the C——C stretching mode
[1500 cm21 in s-sCHdx and 1450 cm21 in PDES, respec-
tively]. As EL increases, the two respective RRS lines in
each polymer broaden and monotonously shift to higher
frequencies.

The RRS spectra of the substituted PPV and PPE, two
of the most strongly LP in the class of p-conjugated
polymers, and their repeat units are shown in Fig. 2 in
the same EL spectral range as in Fig. 1. The intense PL
causes the RRS measurements to be more difficult in LP
compared to NLP, especially for EL in the range 2.4–
2.7 eV. For this EL range, the emission was collected
for short times in order to avoid detector saturation, and

FIG. 1. Raman scattering spectra of (a) s-sCHdx and (b)
PDES, which are nonluminescent polymers, at various laser
photon energies. The polymer repeat units are given in
the insets.

then, as shown in Fig. 2(b) for PPE, the relatively broad
PL background was numerically subtracted from the data
to obtain the much weaker RRS spectrum. Surprisingly,
in contrast to s-sCHdx and PDES (Fig. 1), almost no
shift of the RRS frequencies v

L
i with EL is observed in

substituted PPV and PPE (Fig. 2), although their broad
and structureless absorption and electroabsorption spectra
indicate that substantial inhomogeneous distributions of
Eg [or Es1Bud] do exist in these films [11].
A unique way to quantify the RRS dispersion in

p-conjugated polymers is by plotting the product of
the square of the m resonantly enhanced frequencies,Q

m
i1svL

i d2, vs EL (the product rule relation) [3,7]. This
relation accounts for the coupling among vi , and thus
is directly related to the RRS dispersion magnitude. In
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), we show the normalized productQ

m
i1svL

i yv
0
i d2 vs EL for a variety of NLP and LP,

respectively, where the normalization frequencies v
0
i

were determined as follows: For each polymer there is

FIG. 2. Same as in Fig. 1 but for luminescent polymers:
(a) s-PPV and (b) s-PPE.
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FIG. 3. The product rule relation
Q

m
i1svL

i yv
0
i d2 vs EL

showing the RRS dispersion of various nonluminescent (a) and
luminescent (b) polymers.

an EL value E
0
L above which

Q
m
i1svL

i yv
0
i d2 linearly

increases with EL; for EL , E
0
L the product either does

not change or slightly increases. This latter behavior
is typical for nonresonance conditions, under which
the entire frequency distribution can be observed [8];

resonance enhancement is evident only for EL $ E
0
L, and

therefore we associate E
0
L with Eg of the longest chains

in each sample, E0
g. Accordingly, we denote the RRS

frequencies measured at E
0
L as v

0
i , and note that for each

polymer these are the lowest RRS frequencies, which are
associated with the longest respective polymer chains.

Since for EL . E
0
L,

Q
m
i1svL

i yv
0
i d2 linearly depends

on EL for both NLP and LP we quantify the RRS
dispersion for each polymer by evaluating the dispersion
rate parameter D:

D  d

√
mY

i1

fvL
i yv0

i g2

! ,
dEL . (1)

In Table I, we summarize the RRS dispersion rate D

for all measured polymers. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) and
Table I show that D is related to the excited state
ordering as inferred from the PL efficiency. LP show little
dispersion, whereas NLP show much stronger dispersion.
Furthermore, as seen in Table I, among each polymer
group, D increases when E0

g decreases; PDA (4BCMU)
is an exception to this empirical observation.
In the amplitude mode (AM) model [7] it is explicitly

recognized that the strongest coupled vibrations are ac-
companied by a modulation in the p-electron energy [14].
For a multimode vibrational system, it has been shown that
the product

Q
m
i1 v

2
i is related to the generalized dimen-

sionless AM force constant l̃. Within this model, the un-
modulated force constant, which is related to the s

electron-phonon interaction, is renormalized by the p-
electron interaction through l̃. Thus l̃ dependence on EL

determines the RRS dispersion [7]. Soos and co-workers
[15] have extended the AM model by including also
quadratic electron-phonon couplings. In addition, they
expressed l̃ in terms of the p-electron susceptibility x

(where x , 1 2 2l̃), given by

x  s8ynd
X
n

É
knj

X
i

s21dipij0l

É
2
,

En 

X
n

anyEn .

(2)

In Eq. (2) j0l and jnl are the ground and excited p-electron
states with energies 0 and En, respectively, and pi is the
p-bond order operator [16] between sites i and i 1 1.
Since pi conserves parity [16] and j0l is even (i.e., 1Ag),
it is obvious from Eq. (2) that x is solely determined by
the even parity electronic states nAg. We thus conclude
that x (or l̃) and, consequently, the RRS dispersion in
conducting polymers do not depend on the properties and
dispersion of the odd parity nBu states, and in particular
not the 1Bus Egd. It is therefore evident that the RRS
dispersion results from the distribution of EsnAgd caused
by the inhomogeneity in the films.
Assuming that the RRS dispersion arises from a distri-

bution in N , we get through the relations
Q

svid
2 , l̃ and

l̃ , 1 2 x , a modified product rule given by

mY
i1

µ
visnd

v
0
i

∂
2

 1 1 Csx0 2 xnd , (3)

where n ; 1yN , x0 ; x for the smallest n (longest N),
and C is a n independent constant. Denoting EsnAgd by
En, we write for n $ 2 the dependence on n [2,4] as
Ensnd  E0

n 1 nbn , where bn are n independent con-
stants and E0

n is En at n  0. Similarly, we write for
Egsnd ; E1Bu

snd  E0
g 1 nb. Under resonance condi-

tions Eg  EL and, consequently, we find for the product
[Eq. (3)]

mY
i1

fvL
i yv0

i g2
 1 1 DsELd sEL 2 E0

gd , (4)
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where the dispersion parameter DsELd is given by

DsELd  C
X
n

bnan

bsE0
nd2

∑
1 1

bnsEL 2 E0
gd

bE0
n

∏21

. (5)

It is seen from Eq. (5) that for long chains where n ø

1, bnsEL 2 E0
gdybE0

n  bnnyE0
n ø 1 and thus DsELd

becomes EL independent, given by the first part of (5):

D  C
X
n

bnan

bsE0
nd2

. (6)

In this case, the product in Eq. (4) depends linearly on EL,
in agreement with the experiments (Fig. 3). Furthermore,
it is seen from Eq. (6) that D is dominated by the ratio
b2yb and energy E

0
2 ; E0s2Agd of the lowest lying Ag

exciton, namely, the 2Ag.
The excited state ordering in polymers and its depen-

dence on N have been extensively discussed in the litera-
ture [17–19]. It has been concluded that E2 , Es1Bud s
Egd for small dimetrization d, whereas the opposite order
occurs for large d [13,20]. In addition, it was possible to
calculate the dependencies of E2 and Eg on N , i.e., b2 and
b, respectively. It was found [17,18] that b2yb ¿ 1 for
NLP with small d, whereas b2yb . 1 for LP with large
d. Since from our theoretical studies D ø sb2ybdyfE2g2

[Eq. (6)], we conclude that D is large for NLP and small
for LP in agreement with the experiments [Figs. 3(a) and
3(b) and Table I].

We can now understand in more detail the trend in
D among the polymers belonging to the two separate
groups, as revealed in Table I. Since D , sE2d22 and
E2 follows Eg for polymers in the same group, D should
increase for polymers with smaller E0

g, separately for LP

and NLP. E0
g as measured by the saturation of RRS

dispersion is also given in Table I. Except for PDA,
it is indeed seen that in each group, D increases for
polymers with smaller E0

g in agreement with our model.
It is especially instructive to compare D of t-sCHdx and
s-sCHdx in the NLP group, since these polymers differ
only by their side groups; their backbone structure is
exactly the same (Fig. 1, inset). In this case we expect
DtyDs . sE2,syE2,td

2, where t and s refer to t-sCHdx and
s-sCHdx , respectively. E2 was respectively measured in
these two polymers by two photon absorption (TPA) [21]
and transient strain spectroscopy [22], and found to be
E2,t  1.1 eV and E2,s  1.85 eV. Using these values in
Eq. (6) we get DtyDs  2.8, whereas directly from RRS
dispersion we measured DtyDs  3.1 (Table I).

The polymer PDA (4BCMU) is an exception among
the NLP in Table I. Although it belongs to the group
of polymers with large D, its D is much larger than
that expected from the above-mentioned trend in E0

g. In
another PDA polymer (PDA-PTS) it was found by TPA
[23] that there are two Ag states below Eg s 2 eVd,
at 1.5 eV and 1.8 eV, respectively. If we assume that
similar to PTS, PDA-4BCMU also has two Ag states below

Eg, then from Eq. (6) both states should substantially
contribute to D, making it larger than expected from the
E0

g trend (Table I).
In summary, we measured and quantified the RRS dis-

persion in the class of p-conjugated polymers in terms of
a dispersion rate parameter D and showed that D is large
for NLP and small for LP. Since the p-electron interaction
renormalizes the RRS frequencies via an electronic suscep-
tibility which contains only Ag states, then D is determined
by the dependence of the Ag states on the inhomogeneity
in polymer conjugation length.
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